The Next Generation

This second generation product combines the simple design of the original SideKick® system with innovative components that provide strength, less pressure and more torque during operation.

- Lightweight design
- Strongest roll tube on the market
- Designed for easier installation
- Increased torque during operation

New design provides a tighter seal against the top-side-rail providing more clearance for easier dumping.

Composition Spring
Spring provides greater lift for larger loading.

Pivot Box
Reduced tension on swing-arm
- Features U-groove rollers
- Rollers are extended over a larger area

Drive Box
Increases torque and reduces tension
- Increases roll tube torque by 60%
- Eliminates pressure from motor shaft
- Roll tube is supported by 2 roller bearings
- Increases clearance between the tub and the chassis

Torsion Spring
Robust design
- Longer lifespan
- Increases torque on the tarp
- Smooth operation
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